1998 jeep grand cherokee limited

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. As AMC began development of the next Jeep in ,
management created a business process that is now known as product lifecycle management
PLM. Meanwhile, new communication systems allowed potential conflicts to be resolved faster,
thus reducing costly engineering changes, because all drawings and documents were in a
central database. The Grand Cherokee thus became the first Chrysler-badged Jeep product.
Development work for the new Jeep model continued and Chrysler's employees after the
buyout of AMC were eager for a lates release date; however, CEO Lee Iacocca was pushing for
redesigned Chrysler minivans , thus delaying the Grand Cherokee's release until late [9] as an
Explorer competitor. Unlike the Explorer, the Grand Cherokee utilized monocoque unibody
construction, whereas the Explorer was a derivative of the Ranger pickup with a separate
body-on-frame. The original Grand Cherokee was launched in as a model year vehicle in the
luxury SUV segment. The base model included features such as full instrumentation, cloth
interior, and a standard five-speed manual transmission , while gaining the moniker "SE" name
for the model year. Power windows and locks were not standard equipment on the base trim.
The minimal price tag differential resulted in low consumer demand, and as a result, the low-line
model was eventually discontinued. Additional standard features included a driver-side airbag
and four-wheel anti-lock braking system ABS. The Laredo was the mid-scale model with
standard features that included power windows , power door locks , cruise control, and a
leather-wrapped steering wheel. Exterior features included medium-grey plastic paneling on the
lower body and five-spoke alloy wheels. The Limited was the premium model, featuring
body-color lower body paneling, and gold exterior accents. By the options list grew to include
heated seats. Standard was the 4. Package groups with the various trim levels included: fog
lamps, skid plates, as well as convenience, lighting, luxury, power, security, and trailer towing
packages. When it was first introduced in April as an early model year vehicle, the Grand
Cherokee only had one powertrain choice: the 4. This became the "volume" engine for the
Grand Cherokee. Low demand for the manual transmission resulted in its discontinuation after ,
but European-market ZJs retained it when coupled to the diesel engine which was unavailable
in North America. The drive train choices included rear-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive. In , the
engine dropped 5 horsepower to due to new EPA regulations imposed on the model year. In ,
for the model year, a variant of the top-level Grand Cherokee Limited, the "5. Jeep ads claimed it
to be the "world's fastest sport utility vehicle", verified by third-party testing. The primary
improvements in the 5. The 5. Other features include a standard watt, speaker Infinity Gold
sound system with rear roof-mounted soundbar, standard sunroof, and an interior swaddled
with unique "calf's nap" soft leather and faux wood trim. The production of this model was 14,
units. Export models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation
of "ZG". The European model was coded WG. The spare tire was relocated from the side of the
cargo compartment to under the floor. Like the MY ZJ, the rear tailgate glass opened separately.
The two heavy pushrod V8 engines were replaced by Chrysler's then-new PowerTech. The new
V8 engine produced less torque than the old pushrods, but was lighter, offered better fuel

economy, and provided similar on-road performance figures the gallon fuel tank was replaced
with one of a The straight-six engine was also updated. A redesign of the intake manifold added
10 horsepower 7. A notable feature available in this generation was the automatic four-wheel
drive option called Quadra-Drive , which employed the New Venture Gear NV transfer case. This
two-speed chain-driven transfer case uses a gerotor, a clutch pack coupled to a hydraulic
pump, to transfer torque between the front and rear axles. The transfer case contains three
modes, 4-All Time, Neutral, and 4-Lo. If the rear axle starts spinning at a higher rate than the
front axle, hydraulic pressure builds up in the gerotor and causes the clutch pack to
progressively transfer torque to the front axle until both axles return to the same speed. A
neutral mode is intended for towing the vehicle. In 4-Lo, the front and rear axles are locked
together through a 2. Vari-Lok differentials also use a gerotor to transfer torque between the
wheels on either side of the axle. The major advantage of Quadra-Drive was that the combined
transfer case and progressive locking differentials in each axle could automatically control
traction between all four wheels. However, only the center differential could be permanently
locked, and only in 4Lo. It included three planetary gear sets rather than the two normally used
in a four-speed automatic. This gave it six theoretical speeds, and it would have been the first
six-speed transmission ever produced in volume, but it was programmed to only use five of
these ratios. Four were used for upshifts, with a different second gear for downshifts. Although
five of the six ratios were used, Chrysler decided to call it a "4-speed automatic". For MY , the
programming was changed to make use of all six ratios. Rather than have six forward gears, the
transmission was programmed to act as a five-speed with the alternate second gear for
downshifts. The 42RE 4-speed automatic remained the transmission for the inline 6 engine. It
had slight changes from the previous model Grand Cherokee. The interior was also completely
redesigned. The redesign allowed for larger rear doors, and more space for rear passengers.
Controls for various items like headlights, heated seats, and rear wiper were moved to more
convenient locations. The electronic Vehicle Information center was moved from below the
radio to above the windshield and was standard on â€” models. Limited models included
automatic dual-zone climate control. A CD changer was also available with the Infinity Audio
package. UniFrame is an unusual construction scheme, it incorporates all of the strength and
durability of a body-on-frame construction into a unitized construction. By adding stiffness and
rigidity to the structure, they enhanced the ride and strengthened the network of steel beams,
rails and pillars or "safety cage" that surround and protect occupants. More than 70 percent of
the underbody is high-strength steel. The Grand Cherokee received a minor facelift for including
round fog lamps, a lower front fascia , and a new body color-matched inset grille design. Export
models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation of "WG". The
3. A Mercedes Benz sourced 3. Jeep replaced the XJ-era live-axle with leading-arms front
suspension found in the ZJ and WJ with an independent double-wishbone setup like that which
debuted in the Liberty. The lower portion of the front bumper was still removable as it was from
launch to increase the approach angle for off-road use. The 4. The Jeep Grand Cherokee is
available with an improved 5. The engine uses variable valve timing to increase fuel economy.
The fourth-generation WK2 Grand Cherokee went on sale in summer as a model. This
culminated in the Chrysler Chapter 11 reorganization that same year. The fourth-generation
Grand Cherokee retains its classic Jeep styling combined with a modern and sleek body style.
The interior features leather trim and real wood accents, plus Bluetooth and uConnect
electronics options. With the additional awards for the Grand Cherokee, the Jeep Grand
Cherokee has won 30 awards for off-road capability, luxury, value, best-in-class, and safety,
making it the most awarded SUV ever. Like previous generations, the WK2 Grand Cherokee
chassis is a steel unibody. Unlike previous generations, it features four-wheel independent
suspension for better on-road handling. Optional Quadra-Lift height adjustable air suspension
can raise the vehicle's ground clearance up to Engine choices include the all new 3. The V8
comes with the multi-speed automatic transmission that includes Electronic Range Selection
ERS to manually limit the high gear operating range. Alongside the Wrangler, the Grand
Cherokee was the first model to be sold directly by Jeep in the country. The two-row version will
be revealed later. The two-row Grand Cherokee will continue to be assembled at the nearby
Jefferson North Assembly Plant , where it has been assembled since its introduction in for the
model year. The Grand Cherokee L wheelbase is 6. While all models will be powered by a 3.
Three different four wheel drive systems will be available: Quadra-Trac I standard on Laredo
and Limited models , Quadra-Trac II featuring low range standard on Overland and Summit
models , and Quadra-Drive II with low range and "Quadra Lift" air suspension system optional
only on the Overland trim , as well as rear wheel drive. When properly equipped, the Grand
Cherokee will be able to tow up to 7, lbs. The Grand Cherokee will also be able to ford up to two
feet 24 inches of water when equipped with the Quadra Lift air suspension system. All engines

will be mated to a ZF -sourced eight-speed automatic transmission that is controlled via a rotary
shift knob. For the first time, the Grand Cherokee will offer a watt, nineteen-speaker McIntosh
premium amplified surround sound audio system, replacing the previous watt, eighteen-speaker
Harman Kardon system on the Grand Cherokee WK2. Other new features available for the first
time on a Grand Cherokee include massaging front seats, a rear seat view camera, a
surround-view degree camera system, a rear view camera digital mirror, wireless Apple CarPlay
and Android Auto smartphone integration, Qi -compatible wireless device charging, heated and
ventilated second-row seats, second-row captain's chairs, twenty-one inch tires and wheels,
Level 2 semi-autonomous driving technology, and power-folding second and third-row seats.
The Grand Cherokee will be the third Fiat Chrysler Automobiles product to offer the new
UConnect 5 infotainment suite, which will offer either an 8. In moderate- to high- energy rear
collisions, the fuel tank located behind the rear axle could be compromised structurally,
resulting in fuel leakage and fire. Also affected are â€” Jeep Liberty models and â€” Jeep
Cherokee models, which totals about 5. In June , Chrysler Corporation responded to the recall,
agreeing to recall 2. The recall will include 2. Two weeks prior to this recall, Chrysler
Corporation claimed that the affected Jeep vehicles were safe, citing the vehicles' rates of fatal
rear-impact crashes involving fire as well as their compliance with then-current requirements of
FMVSS standard No. To remedy the problem, Jeep dealerships will install a trailer hitch onto the
rear bumpers of the vehicles that will protect the fuel tank if the vehicle is involved in a rear
impact. If an affected vehicle is not currently equipped with a trailer hitch , one will be installed
onto it, and older Jeep and non-factory aftermarket trailer hitches will be replaced with one from
Chrysler Corporation. Despite the recall, the market for these Jeep vehicles has not suffered.
This followed cases of cars rolling away due to the transfer case moving into neutral of its own
accord, and the owner not having applied the parking brake. The cause of the roll-aways was
faulty soldering in the transfer case actuator. It has been deduced that the revised software
detects this by noting any deviation in resistance, and thereupon locks the transfer case in the
high ratio for safety; but that it is over-reacting to minor resistance variations from other
causes. Originally Chrysler dealers claimed that the loss of neutral and low ratio following the
recall was a coincidence; then it claimed that the revised software was revealing pre-existing
faults in the system, despite it occurring even with new parts. Chrysler has also claimed that
only a small fraction of cars have issues following the recall; [66] but most users never have
occasion to use the low ratio and may never discover the fault. Four years after this recall its
issues remain unresolved. In April , the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration NHTSA
ordered a recall of and Jeep Grand Cherokees and other cars that use an electronic gear shifter
because it sometimes does not go into or does not remain in the park position, despite the
operator's best intentions. Consumers reported that they put the car in park and left the engine
running, and then were surprised when the car rolled away under power. The Company is aware
of 41 injuries that are potentially related. The vehicles involved in these events were inspected
and no evidence of equipment failure was found. The vehicles also deliver warning chimes and
alert messages if their driver-side doors are opened while their engines are still running and
"PARK" is not engaged. However, the investigation suggested these measures may be
insufficient to deter some drivers from exiting their vehicles without selecting "PARK," so FCA
US will enhance the warnings and transmission-shift strategy on these vehicles. The
enhancements will combine warnings with a transmission-shift strategy to automatically
prevent a vehicle from moving, under certain circumstances, even if the driver fails to select
"PARK. Jeep has now replaced the shifter with a conventional lever which stays in position for
late models. In October , â€”14 model year Grand Cherokees were recalled due to improperly
installed brake shields in some vehicles. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or
four-wheel drive. Available outside North America from launch. FCA Giorgio Platform. Petrol : 3.
Jeep Commander L. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Jeep Grand Cherokee. Wrangler
YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU.
Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass
MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover.
Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand
Cherokee WJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand
Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup.
Gladiator JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Dodge SRT
Dodge Caliber SRT Chrysler Crossfire SRT Chrysler C SRT Dodge Magnum SRT Dodge Charger
SRT Dodge Challenger SRT Dodge Ram SRT Dodge Viper 8. The only SRT -branded vehicle.
Export models produced at the plant in Graz, Austria, were given the vehicle designation of
"ZG". The Limited model offered a digital climate control system. All models offered a digital
Electronic Vehicle Information Center EVIC that monitored critical vehicle systems and provided
audible and visual feedback when a fault was detected doors, hood, tailgate, engine coolant
level, engine oil level, and front and rear lighting systems were some of the systems monitored
by the EVIC. In addition to monitoring vehicle status, the EVIC could also display current date
and time information and vehicle service interval reminders, and could be set via buttons on the
EVIC screen. An overhead console provided a mini trip computer with current direction of travel
and exterior temperature information in Celsius or Fahrenheit , as well as elapsed time, mileage
remaining until the fuel tank is empty, and trip mileage for two trips Trip A and Trip B. Keyless
entry allowed for easy access to the vehicle without having to insert the vehicle's key into the
door lock cylinder, and could also arm or disarm the class-exclusive vehicle security system.
The interior lights illuminated whenever a door was opened, and could shut off automatically
along with the automatic headlamps. The ignition cylinder was located on the right side of the
steering column, and was lighted so that it could be easily located during nighttime driving
conditions. Finally, a premium AccuSound factory audio system by Jensen or Infinity Gold on
and newer models and watt amplifier located underneath of the rear bench seat could be paired
with an in-dash CD player and five-band graphical equalizer for a high-fidelity audio experience.
A fully mechanical full-time four wheel drive system could split torque when a wheel was losing
traction, and send all available traction to that wheel in order to keep moving. In addition, the
system, called Quadra-Trac , could automatically detect when four wheel drive was needed, and
automatically switch from rear wheel drive without input from the driver. The newly available
Jeep Memory System utilized a button panel located on the inside of the front driver's door
panel to recall driver's seat adjustment, mirror adjustments, and radio preset settings when the
corresponding key was inserted into the ignition cylinder each keyless entry remote was
engraved with either a '1' or a '2' to designate which key would automatically recall these
settings. Heated seats also became available for the front driver and passenger with slide
switches located near the lighting controls on the driver's side. A power tilt-and-sliding sunroof
was added to the options list, and remote controls for the audio system were added to the back
of the steering wheel on some Grand Cherokee models. For the first time on the Grand
Cherokee, buyers could choose a combination cassette and single-disc CD player instead of
just either a cassette or a single-disc CD player. Dual front SRS airbags now came standard on
all models, and the 5. Finally, in , the 5. The base model included features such as full
instrumentation, cloth interior, a standard five-speed manual transmission , and was given the
"SE" name for the model year. Power windows and locks were not standard equipment on the
base and SE for and The minimal difference in price resulted in low consumer demand, so the
low-line model was discontinued after Standard features on all models included a driver-side air
bag and four-wheel anti-lock braking system ABS. The Laredo was the mid-scale model with
standard features that included power windows , power door locks , and cruise control. Exterior
features included medium-grey plastic paneling on the lower body and five-spoke aluminum
wheels. The Limited was the premium model, featuring lower body paneling that was the same
color as the rest of the vehicle. The Limited also had standard features such as leather seating,

power sunroof , heated mirrors, heated power seats , and a remote keyless system. The
"Up-Country" version was also offered between and Package groups included: convenience,
fog lamps, skid plate, lighting, luxury, power, security, and trailer towing. When it was first
introduced in April as an early model year vehicle, the Grand Cherokee had one powertrain, the
AMC -derived 4. Low sales demand for the manual transmission resulted in its discontinuation
after the model year for North America, but it remained on the option list for European ZJs. The
drivetrain choices included rear-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive. At launch all Grand Cherokees
were powered by the 4. Starting in early , the Grand Cherokee became available with the 5. The
5. It also had a low range that still utilized the viscous coupler in the model years. In and
beyond, the low range provided a true lock between the front and rear axles. However, the
system required little to no driver input, as it was automatically determined by the viscous
coupler when more front bias was required. The standard part-time four-wheel drive system in
the Grand Cherokee was known as Command-Trac, a part-time only four-wheel drive, modes
were 2 wheel drive, 4 HI and 4 LO. All three four-wheel drive systems featured a selector lever
that was located next to the transmission gear selector or shifter. Two Wheel Drive Grand
Cherokees featured a small storage area in place of the four-wheel drive selector lever. The
crimson-colored interior option for the vinyl and cloth seats was no longer available, and the
Limited model now had the option of quilted Highland-grain leather seats. The only
transmission choice was a 46RH, four-speed automatic transmission. The top-of-the-line Grand
Wagoneer Limited trim was also shown in the brochure, and became available in early The radio
also introduced Dolby noise reduction technology for the cassette player. For , the upgraded
Jensen Electronics AccuSound premium amplified audio system was rebranded Infinity Gold,
with upgraded components. Mid-level Laredo models gained standard fifteen-inch sport
aluminum-alloy wheels. The model featured cosmetic changes to the body including the grille ,
bumpers, and foglights, while interior additions included dual airbags. The AMC 4. The Limited
model also included more luxury items such as driver placement memory, radio controls on the
steering wheel, and variable-assist power steering. A flip out rear glass hatch was a new option
for the Orvis, along with font lettering which was similar to other Chrysler products which was
phased in the following model year. The five-speed Aisin AX15 manual transmission was also
no longer available for For , the Grand Cherokee received a mid-cycle restyling, with new front
and rear bumpers and side cladding, a larger front grille, new aluminum-alloy wheel options,
and an entirely new interior, now featuring a front passenger side airbag and revised interior
fabrics. The base SE trim level was dropped for , leaving the Laredo as the new base model. The
five-speed manual transmission option was also dropped for At this time, the part-time
Command-Trac four-wheel drive system was dropped, leaving the full-time Selec-Trac and
computerized Quadra-Trac four-wheel drive systems as options. A new steering wheel which
featured three-spokes with integrated cruise control buttons, a new dual-note horn, and the
horn buttons were deleted in favor of a single horn pad. The front seats were new as well as an
upgraded interior with new door panels and interior trim panels, a glove box with more storage
space, new tires and wheels, revised headlamps , fog lamps that were directly integrated into
the vehicle's front bumper on some models, a new remote keyless system , as well as faux
wood interior trim standard on all models. An optional rear lift glass first introduced with the
Orvis edition where production tailgates manufactured after January 3, have both provisions for
both fixed and lift glass for the Laredo and Limited were added to the options list the fixed glass
came standard. The base SE model was dropped for , in favor of new features being added to
the Laredo now base model. The manual transmission was no longer offered after the model
year Grand Cherokee sold in North America, but remained as the base transmission for
European ZJs ZG sold in Europe with the diesel motor. New front door designs got new side
body cladding strips, and the 'Laredo' subtext on the Laredo model was moved down to the
cladding. The 'Grand Cherokee' badge was relocated to the front lower doors, and was now
larger using a font style similar to other Chrysler products and initially used with the Orvis
package , replacing the era American Motors font style used on Jeep vehicles. On V8-equipped
Grand Cherokees, there was a new V8 badge on the rear liftgate. The 4X4 badge, on
four-wheel-drive -equipped Grand Cherokees, was also changed to raised metal letters instead
of the 4X4 decals offered before. A combination cassette player and CD player was available for
the first time as an option, and the vehicle featured an OBD II diagnostics port under the
dashboard on the driver's side, required for all model year and newer vehicles, a digital
odometer and trip odometer , a miles per hour speedometer rating on some models, and the
vehicle now included some user-programmable features such as if the headlamps and tail
lamps flashed when a button was pressed on the remote keyless system , how many miles until
service intervals, whether the horn sounded when a button was pressed on the remote, and
more. The overhead console was somewhat redesigned for the model year to improve storage

space and feature availability. In addition to the cigarette lighter port, a volt power port was
added for cellular telephones , coolers , computers , and other devices. The ashtray was also
removed from the rear doors, replaced by a solid area. The Limited model and Orvis Edition
model both got chrome interior door handles. The 4. The Orvis Edition was in its last production
year for , available in Moss Green and a Birch Silver exterior color. The Laredo and other
models were carried over, and the new 5. In , a 5. This engine and model was only available for
the model year. This Limited model featured the 5. In the mid-late s as they passed the 15 year
mark , Japanese Domestic Market JDM Jeep Grand Cherokees that came in right hand drive
became a popular vehicle choice for Canadian Mail Carriers since it shared the same chassis,
body, suspension, and engine as the North American left hand drive version. The Base and SE
were the most basic trim levels of the Grand Cherokee between and The Base was given a
name, the SE, in Standard features included the 4. The SE was dropped after , and in , the
Laredo became the base trim level of the Grand Cherokee. The Laredo served as the midrange
trim level of the Grand Cherokee between and , and the base trim level of the Grand Cherokee
between and In , the Laredo became the base trim level of the Grand Cherokee, and remains the
base trim level to this day. In , the Laredo gained a standard 4-speed automatic transmission, as
the 5-speed manual transmission was dropped after Many of the features available on the
luxurious Limited model could also be had on the midrange or base Laredo model. The Special
Edition was slotted just above the base Laredo trim Grand Cherokee between and The TSi
served as the "sporty" trim level of the Grand Cherokee between and The Limited served as the
"luxury" trim level of the Grand Cherokee between and It added these features to the midrange
Laredo Grand Cherokee: premium leather-trimmed seating surfaces, premium low-back front
bucket seats, power front seats, a premium watt Infinity Gold sound system with 6 speakers,
fifteen-inch 15" or sixteen-inch 16" luxury alloy wheels, a security system, 4-speed automatic
transmission, an Electronic Vehicle Information Center EVIC or VIC , carpeted floor mats,
body-colored front grille, front and rear bumpers, gold-plated badging, and body-side cladding
and trim, and more. The Orvis Edition was a partnership between the Orvis catalog and Jeep.
Jeep ended their partnership with Orvis in , and thus, the Orvis Edition Grand Cherokee was
discontinued after Chrysler manufactured nearly a quarter million Grand Cherokees in Of those,
fewer than fifteen thousand were 5. It housed a Magnum 5. The performance of the 5. European
version named 5. This included, in addition to the premium motor, all the options found on the
limited edition, in addition to:[7]. The Grand Wagoneer Limited served as the most luxurious
Grand Cherokee trim level for , offering features in addition to the luxurious Limited features:
quilted leather seating surfaces, faux vinyl wood side paneling, 'Grand Wagoneer' emblems on
both upper front fenders, more wood interior trim, the deletion of the body-side cladding panels,
the 5. Four-wheel drive systems included Command-Trac , a part-time unit offering temporary
4-wheel assistance; Command-Trac was dropped from lineup in conjunction with the SE trim in
Selec-Trac had the option of either full-time or part-time operation; both shift-on-the-fly
Command-Trac and Selec-Trac were already available for the Cherokee, and they were adapted
to the Grand Cherokee. Exclusive to the Grand Cherokee was the introduction of Quadra-Trac
system with permanent all-time four-wheel assistance. This was optional on all models.
Low-range required using a manual shift lever for all three systems. The Quadra-Link
suspension design was used on both the front and rear axles. This design uses four control
arms, two above the axle and two below it, to control longitudinal movement and rotation about
the lateral axis drive and braking reaction. A panhard rod , also referred to as a track bar, is
used to locate the axle laterally. Two coil springs are seated on top of the axle housing as well
as two gas-charged shock absorbers. The optional "Up Country" package included heavier duty
German made gas charged shocks installed upside down, taller coil springs and longer bump
stops; thereby increasing ride height by one inch. Additional features on top of the Limited
included exclusive faux woodgrain vinyl decals on the front fenders, doors, and rear tailgate,
chrome Grand Wagoneer emblems on both front fenders, deletion of the lower textured body
side cladding, unique pinstripes on the front and rear bumpers and above the woodgrain decals
on both sides of the vehicle, color-keyed heated power-adjustable side mirrors, a chrome front
grille, front bumper-mounted driving fog lamps, a color-keyed leather-wrapped tilt steering
wheel with cruise control, ultra-luxury quilted leather-trimmed seating surfaces, a security
system, and a full-size, matching cargo area-mounted spare tire and wheel with vinyl cover. The
Grand Wagoneer Limited was available in several different exterior color options, although all
interiors were beige in color, regardless of exterior color. As there was not a large market for
the Grand Cherokee ZJ-based Grand Wagoneer Limited, it was discontinued after the model
year , once again leaving the Limited as the top-of-the-line Grand Cherokee trim level. The Orvis
â€” [9] was a Grand Cherokee Limited package that featured an exterior color scheme of Moss
Green, or in the less common Light Driftwood, with roan red and maize side strip accents Moss

Green paint accents on the road wheels matching the moss green body color and the special
"Orvis" brand badging were the only significant exterior visual differences. In performance, the
5. Also, some Orvis editions came with a rear liftglass which in became a mainstream option ,
tow hooks, and the Up-Country suspension group. However, the interior was special. Two-tone
green and tan leather seats were complemented with roan red accent piping and Orvis insignia.
There was a slight difference between the and years' interior compared to each other. The had a
black dash where the had a tan dash, The Orvis Edition luxury trim package was optional on the
Limited version, and when equipped with all the other options was the most expensive of all the
Grand Cherokee versions until when the 5. Jeep ended their relationship with Orvis Catalog in ,
and the Orvis Edition was discontinued. Boasting all the Orvis extras, plus features such as
Bonnet Hood vents from the 5. Boasting of 8. A sporty TSi model â€” was briefly offered, with
exterior features that included single color body paneling with lower indigo blue striping, a body
colored grille, and TSi accents. The TSi trim level was first used on the turbocharged,
intercooled version of the Chrysler Conquest before it transferred to Eagle and was applied to
performance-oriented Talons and Visions from Jeep's sister brand. The TSi trim was applied to
the Grand Cherokee to create a stronger connection between Jeep and Eagle, as Eagle sales
had been in the doldrums by Both the 4. Both engine options could also be special ordered in 2
wheel drive configurations. The TSi was priced between the Laredo and the Limited and was
discontinued after a two-year run. Standard was a Magnum 5. These included all the options
from the Limited and the following: [10]. Jeep introduced several concept vehicles for its annual
Easter Safari in Moab, Utah. One such vehicle was the Jeep Grand One , which was created to
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the Jeep Grand Cherokee. The Grand One was repainted a
robin's-egg blue with a light woodgrain-style treatment underneath of the paint, paying homage
to the Jeep Grand Wagoneer ZJ, and the wheelbase was stretched to accommodate new front
and rear axles however, this is only noticeable if one looks at the slightly modified rear doors
that had to be modified to accommodate the longer wheelbase. Large front and rear fender
flares conceal the extended wheelbase. Pinstripes on the side and rear of the body were
removed, as was the textured side cladding, and the 'Jeep' emblem on the hood. Underneath the
Grand One's hood, all components are stock Jeep except for a Mopar air filter and intake.
Inside, the interior of the Grand One is mostly stock, except for new upholstery the stock seats
of the Grand One were re-wrapped in a modern gray leather-and-microfiber-suede with bright
blue accent stitching , and a plaid headliner. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. American
car model. This article is about the first generation Jeep Grand Cherokee. For an overview of all
models, see Jeep Grand Cherokee. Motor vehicle. Engine specs. Engine specs [2]. Wards Auto.
Retrieved 22 February Jeep Service Manual Jeep Cherokee. The New Jeep. Chrysler
Corporation. The Jeep Book: Retrieved February 6, Retrieved Car and Driver. Categories : Jeep
vehicles Rear-wheel-drive vehicles All-wheel-drive vehicles Cars introduced in Full-size sport
utility vehicles Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles
with short description Short description is different from Wikidata All articles with unsourced
statements Articles with unsourced statements from February Commons category link is on
Wikidata Commons category link is locally defined. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Chrysler Corporation DaimlerChrysler Larry
Shinoda [1]. Front-engine , rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive. Grand Cherokee WJ. AMC I6.
Wrangler YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler
Unlimited JKU. Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact
crossover. Compass MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Compact SUV. Cherokee XJ.
Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer
Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Cherokee SJ. Grand Wagoneer
SJ. Wagoneer SJ. Compact pickup. CJ-8 Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator
JT. Full-size pickup. Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. The personnel was responsive and cordial. The
vehicle was an "As is" vehicle and I was not comfortable with a purchase. Great communication
and customer service from start to finish. I was traveling to them from another state and they
had all the paperwork completely ready to go when I arrived. I had searched for 2 months for the
right car for me. They had exactly what I wanted and offered a great price. I purchased a Toyota
Avalon Limited and I'm loving the car. Great people. I would recommend them. My dealer
Muhammad was absolutely charming, fair, and transparent. Mohammed and Mike gave me
truthful information concerning this car.. They were very helpful getting it to the barge and
shipping it to Alaska as I had asked them to do.. I am pleased with our deal and would
recommend them highly.. Jake was very prompt and helpful when asked about the vehicles we
were interested in and sent me additional information. I contacted the dealer through CarGurus,

and they responded quickly and provided helpful information. However I found another vehicle
closer. Excellent experience top shelf salesman very satisfied with the car and the deal very
satisfied with the sales staff. The salesman for my vehicle was Dwayne. He was courteous, and
informed about the vehicle. As I live in another state, the persons in the finance office were as
well courteous. The total experience with Dean McCrary group was exciting. My car arrived safe
and I couldn't have been happier. Thank you for your service. Very quick to respond and very
attentive, but I have decided not to purchase at this time. Great place good prices ,staff really
friendly this is not my first time getting a vehicle from this dealership just a great experience!
Did not purchase the vehicle but it was a good deal. The staff is very friendly and helpful. Put in
2 leads online for a vehicle. Never heard anything. Finally decided i would just call. Zach sent
me his text number and photos of the vehicle. I was willing to drive 6 hours one way for it. For
some reason he stopped responding to me. A week or so later he responds to me asking why
he isnt responding. He says the vehicle just sold. It could have been mine if you didnt ignore
your customer for an entire week. What a joke. Overall good. But I did notice a drop in
communication after my funds cleared and my car was to be shipped out of State. Called about
a truck they have listed on here to make sure they still had it. They said they did, so drove the
90 miles there to see truck. Ask for the manager we had spoke to on phone when we get there
and they send someone else to help us. He says they just sold the truck yesterday, waist of a
trip. Over a week later the truck is still listed. This dealership was awesome when I called to ask
about the Acadia. The salesman said he would locate this car and get back to me! When he
called me back he said the car was not in good shape and said they were taking it off the lot! I
really appreciate their honesty and being straight with me before I went further on the deal!
Drivers like the Jeep Cherokee's appearance, luxury, comfort, off-road capability, and reliability.
However, they feel the transmission is a little noisy and there is some sway when cornering.
Poor gas mileage is also a constant complaint. We'll help you find great deals among the
millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews
and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great
deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell
your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search
results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color,
engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent
price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Jeep Grand Cherokee
listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Private Seller:
Mike. Sharpsburg, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Negotiable , mi. Authorized Jeep Dealer.
Why Use CarGurus? Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category Body
Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Grand Cherokee. New Cherokee
Compass. Gladiator Grand Cherokee. Renegade Wrangler. Used Commander Liberty. New By
Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Drivetrain 4WD 3. Trim Laredo 2. Limited 3. Other 5.
Quick Specs. Engine Gas I6, 4. Style Name 4dr Laredo. Drivetrain Rear Wheel Drive. Passenger
Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style Sport Utility. Dimensions Vehicle. Base Curb Weight
lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room in Second Head Room in
Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in Second Leg Room in
Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Min Ground Clearance in
7. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -. Fuel Economy Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity,
Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Type Gas I6. Displacement 4. Clutch Size in NA.
First Gear Ratio :1 2. Sixth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0.
Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Seventh Gear Ratio :1
NA. Again Electronic. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type
Power. Disc - Rear Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Disc - Front Yes or Yes. Turning
Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering 3. Front Wheel
Size in 15 x 7. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Aluminum. Rear Wheel Size in
15 x 7. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Suspension Type - Front Quadra-Coil. Suspension Type Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear Quadra-Coil. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features
Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS Yes. Daytime
Running Lights No. Traction Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog
Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No.
Warranty Warranty. Basic Years 3. Drivetrain Years 3. Roadside Assistance Years 5. Other
Specs Cooling System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts Maximum Alternator Capacity amps
Looking for other models of the Jeep Grand Cherokee? Gas Mileage. Rear Wheel Drive.
Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie

Policy. Is it time to move on? The complete details of all recalls are listed below, along with
what they cover and the recommended solutions. Recalls don't cost you anything to get fixed, b
97 camry dash lights
saturn ion fuse box location
2009 malibu
ut most are time-limited, so if your car is affected you should call your local Jeep service
department immediately! A fuel leak in the presence of an ignition source may result in a fire.
Decreased lighting visibility may result in a vehicle crash. In the event of a vehicle crash, the
occupant s may be seriously injured by shattered glass. Without the amber reflectors, the
vehicle will be poorly illuminated, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash without warning. Loss of
brake fluid can lead to a decrease in brake line pressure and an increase in stopping distance,
which can result in a vehicle crash. In the presence of an ignition source, a fuel leak could result
in a fire. Inadvertent movement of the vehicle could result in a crash. The reduced strength can
allow the cast iron wear surface to separate from the hub, reducing the brake effectiveness of
the vehicle. This can cause an increase in engine idle speed and a loss of power assist during
brake application without prior warning.

